This paper addresses neural network based postprocessing for the state-of-the-art video coding standard, High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC). We first propose a partitionaware Convolution Neural Network (CNN) that utilizes the partition information produced by the encoder to assist in the post-processing. In contrast to existing CNN-based approaches, which only take the decoded frame as input, the proposed approach considers the coding unit (CU) size information and combines it with the distorted decoded frame such that the artifacts introduced by HEVC are efficiently reduced. We further introduce an adaptive-switching neural network (ASN) that consists of multiple independent CNNs to adaptively handle the variations in content and distortion within compressedvideo frames, providing further reduction in visual artifacts. Additionally, an iterative training procedure is proposed to train these independent CNNs attentively on different local patch-wise classes. Experiments on benchmark sequences demonstrate the effectiveness of our partition-aware and adaptiveswitching neural networks. The project page can be found in
by deep learning techniques in computer vision and image processing tasks [12] [13] [14] , many convolutional neural network based approaches [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] have been proposed to mitigate the visual artifacts in decoded images and videos.
As for reducing the visual artifacts of HEVC compressed videos, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] introduced a set of CNN-based filters which post-process HEVC compressed frames and obtain improved visual quality by suppressing artifacts. However, most existing methods [17] [18] [19] , [21] , [22] only take the decoded patches as the input to the CNN and output the post-processed patches directly as shown in Fig. 1a , while no other prior information is taken into consideration explicitly. In this paper, we posit that partition information (e.g., 16×16, 8×8 [2] , shown in Fig 1b) could be used to effectively guide the post-processing performed by CNN. In practice, since the partition information is introduced by the block-wise processing and quantization of HEVC, it is related to the content of the frame and indicates the source of visual compression artifacts.
Based on this intuition, we propose a novel approach (shown in Fig. 1b ) that first derives a carefully designed mask from a frame's partition information, and then uses it to guide the post-processing of the decoded frame through a partitionaware CNN. Note that the partition information (e.g., 16×16, 8×8) is generated already by encoder [23] . As a result, the visual artifacts of HEVC-compressed videos can be more effectively reduced under the same bit rate. Moreover, the recent study [20] attempts to use two CNNs with different architectures to handle degradation variation in HEVC intra and inter coding. Though it has the specific architectures for HEVC intra-and inter-coding frames, the degradation variation within decoded frames (e.g., among patches) is neglected. Fig. 1c shows examples of patches and their corresponding residual heatmaps from one decoded frame. The residual is the absolute difference between the decoded and original frames (only Y-channel is shown). We can see obvious difference among these three patches' residual heatmaps. This indicates different patches may need to be treated differently for post-processing. To this end, we introduce an adaptive-switching scheme to handle degradation variation within decoded frames, which leads to further performance improvement. Its framework in decoder side is shown in Fig. 1d . Patches are relayed to independent CNNs in an adaptive-switching neural network (ASN) based on flags read from the bitstream. The designed ASN consists of multiple CNNs, where we let CNN i(L) denote the local CNN with index i (i ∈ [0, 2]) and CNN 3(G) denote the global CNN. Note that all local CNNs are trained by our proposed iterative training method to enable each of them focus more on the specific class of local patches and the global CNN is trained on the whole training dataset (see Section IV-A for more details).
In summary, our contributions are three-fold: 1) We develop a novel framework that utilizes the partition information to guide the CNN-based post-processing in HEVC, where a mask derived from a decoded frame's partition information is fused with this decoded frame through a partition-aware CNN to accomplish postprocessing. Besides, under this framework, we systematically investigate different mask generation and maskframe fusion methods and find the best strategies. We also demonstrate that our approach is general and can be integrated into the existing HEVC compressed-video post-processing methods to further improve their performances. 2) Our adaptive-switching scheme utilizes multiple CNNs (one global and a set of local CNNs) to handle degradation variation of local patches within decoded frames and further reduce the visual artifacts. Moreover, all local CNNs are trained by our carefully designed iterative training strategy, so that each of them concentrates on specific class of local patches. We conduct experiments by applying this scheme and training method to demonstrate their effectiveness with different CNN architectures.
3) We establish a large-scale dataset containing 202,251
training samples for encouraging training compressedvideo post-processing models. This dataset will be made publicly available to facilitate further research.
The frameworks of our work. The frameworks of the proposed partition-aware CNN and adaptive-switching scheme are shown in Fig 2. Our partition-aware CNN, which is detailed in Section III, is shown in Fig 2a. For each patch in a decoded frame, we obtain its corresponding mask generated by the patch's partition information, and fed this information together with the patch into a partition-aware CNN. Inside this CNN, the features of the mask and decoded patch are first extracted through two individual streams and then fused into one. The rest layers of the partition-aware CNN perform the feature enhancement, mapping, reconstruction, and output the post-processed patch with reduced artifacts.
As for our adaptive-switching scheme (detailed in Section IV) shown in 2b, each patch is post-processed by a bank of trained CNNs in the encoder side. These CNNs consist of three local CNNs (CNN 0(L), CNN 1(L), CNN 2(L)) and one global CNN (CNN 3(G)) . Then the CNN is chosen such that the difference (measured by PSNR [2] ) between the post-processed patch and its original patch is smallest across all CNNs. This amounts to greedily choosing the CNN that generated the most similar one to original frame patch in terms of PSNR among all CNNs. The indices of chosen CNNs are directly written into bitstream after binarization.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related works. Sections III describes the proposed partition-aware CNN in detail. In Section IV, we describe the details of our proposed adaptive-switching scheme. Section V shows the experimental settings and results of our proposed partition-aware CNN and adaptive-switching scheme. Section VI concludes the paper. 
II. RELATED WORK
Over the past decades, a lot of works aiming to reduce visual artifacts have been proposed. Liew et al. [4] proposed a wavelet-based deblocking algorithm to reduce artifacts of compressed images. Jancsary et al. [5] developed a denselyconnected tractable conditional random field to achieve JPEG images deblocking. Non-local means filter was applied to remove quantization noise on blocks by Wang et al. in [7] .
Recently, due to the impressive achievements of deep neural networks in computer vision and image processing tasks, many deep learning based methods are proposed to further reduce the visual artifacts of decoded images [15] [16] [17] [18] , [20] . More specifically, Dong et al. [15] developed an Artifacts Reduction CNN (ARCNN) built upon [24] , which successfully reduces the JPEG compression artifacts. The proposed network contains four convolutional layers and takes the JPEG compressed image as input and outputs artifact-reduced decoded image directly. According to [15] , ARCNN shows superior performance compared with the state-of-the-art conventional methods. This inspires researches to focus on deep learning based methods for reducing visual artifacts. Following the similar line, [16] designed a Deep Dual-Domain network that takes the prior knowledge of the JPEG into consideration to remove artifacts of JPEG compressed images.
Similar to images, there are also a lot of works focusing on deep learning based artifact reduction for decoded videos [17] , [18] , [20] . Park and Kim [17] proposed an In-loop Filter CNN (IFCNN) based on SRCNN [24] to replace the Sample Adaptive Offset (SAO) filter in HEVC. There are two in-loop filters in HEVC: deblocking filter and SAO filter. These in-loop filters are able to improve visual quality and decrease bit-rate of compressed videos and therefore improve coding efficiency. IFCNN outperforms the HEVC reference mode (HM) with average 1.9% -2.8% bit-rate reduction for Low Delay configuration, and average 1.6% -2.6% bit-rate reduction for Random Access configuration. Slightly different from [17] , Dai et al. [18] designed a VRCNN based on ARCNN [15] as a post-processing technique to further reduce the visual artifacts of decoded frames in HEVC.
VRCNN can improve the visual quality of decoded frames without any increase in bit-rate and therefore also can improve the coding efficiency of HEVC in average 4.6% bit-rate reduction for intra coding. To further improve coding efficiency, Wang et al. [19] proposed a deeper CNN called DCAD that has 10 convolutional layers. The same model trained by intracoding frames of HEVC are applied for both intra and inter coding during the test stage in [19] .
However, since these works do not consider any prior information and only take decoded frame as input, they have limitations in handling complex degradation introduced by HEVC. Recently, Yang et al. [20] proposed QECNN that has specific architectures for HEVC intra-and inter-coding frames. This amounts to process I and P/B frames in HEVC with two separate models. But degradation variation within decoded frames is neglected and the potential of multiple CNNs can be further explored.
In contrast to these existing methods, our proposed partitionaware CNN takes the partition information into consideration and a mask derived from it is fed into CNN. Besides, we propose an adaptive-switching scheme considering content and degradation variation within compressed-video frames, where patches in decoder side are relayed to independent CNNs in a greedy fashion. Compared with the previous methods, the degradation introduced by HEVC can be reduced more efficiently using our partition-aware CNN. Furthermore, compared with methods based on a single CNN, artifacts can be further reduced with our adaptive-switching scheme.
III. THE PARTITION-AWARE NETWORK
This section will first discuss the key components of our partition-aware CNN -mask generation & mask-patch fusion strategies, and then give details of partition-aware CNN with the specific mask generation & mask-patch fusion strategies.
A. Mask generation and mask-frame fusion strategies
Since the block-wise transform and quantization are performed in HEVC during encoding, the quality degradation of compressed frames is highly related to the coding unit (CU) partition [2] . Thus, the partition information contains useful clues for eliminating the artifacts presented during encoding.
Considering this, we design a mask based on the partition information of these CUs to guide the post-processing process. Mask generation. We introduce 2 strategies to generate masks from an HEVC-encoded frame's partition information:
• Local mean-based mask (MM). We fill each partition block in a frame with the mean value of all decoded pixels inside this partition. An example of a generated mean-based mask is shown in Fig. 4b . As we can see that the different partition blocks are properly displayed in the mask. In this way, when we fuse it with the decoded frame during the post-processing process, it can effectively distinguish different partition modes and reduce the compression artifacts more effectively. • Boundary-based mask (BM). We also introduce a boundary-based mask generation strategy. In this mask, the boundary pixels between partitions are filled with value 1 and the rest non-boundary pixels are filled with 0 (cf. Fig. 4c ). The width of the boundary is set to 2. Mask-frame fusion strategies. The mask is fed into CNN and integrated with its corresponding decoded frame to get the fused feature maps. We also introduce 3 strategies to fuse the information of a decoded frame and its corresponding mask:
• Concatenate-based late fusion (CLF). We extract the features of mask only using three convolutional layers and integrate it into the network as shown in Fig. 3a . • Add-based fusion (AF). As shown in Fig. 3b , we first extract the feature maps of the mask using CNN and then combine it with the feature maps of the input frame using element-wise add layer. • Concatenate-based early fusion (CEF). We concatenate the mask and frame as the input to the CNN. Then the two-channel input is fed to CNN directly (cf. Fig. 3c ).
B. Details of partition-aware convolutional neural network
In Fig. 5 , we illustrate the architecture of the proposed partition-aware convolutional neural network that integrates partition information with add-based fusion strategy to reduce the visual artifacts of compressed frames. Note that the framework of our proposed partition-aware CNN is general. Besides the CNN structure in Fig. 5 , it can also be integrated with other CNN structures for performing post-processing.
According to 5, the CNN contains two streams in the feature extracting stage so as to extract features for the decoded frame and its corresponding mask, respectively. Each residual block [25] , [26] in the feature extracting stage has two convolutional layers with 3×3 kernels and 64 feature maps, followed by batch-normalization [27] layers and ReLU activation functions. Then, the feature maps of the mask and decoded frame are fused by the add-based fusion strategy and are fed to the rest three convolutional layers. These three layers are utilized for feature enhancement, mapping, reconstruction (as described by [15] ), and finally outputting the post-processed frame with reduced artifacts. Moreover, when training the network, the Mean Squared Error between the original raw frame and the CNN output is used as the loss function.
Compared with the existing compressed video postprocessing methods [18] , [20] , our network has two differences: (1) We introduce two stream inputs to include both the decoded frame and the partition information. (2) We use residual architecture to perform the feature extraction. The deep residual stream can capture the feature of input in a more distinctive and stable way.
IV. ADAPTIVE-SWITCHING SCHEME
To increase the diversity of the local representations, we propose an iterative training procedure to obtain local CNNs in the form of an adaptive-switching neural network. Besides, this scheme also aids in the artifact reduction of local patches of different classes.
A. Iterative training
The framework of this iterative procedure is shown in Fig.  6 . At the first step, the labels of all training patches are initialized by a specific initialization method with the number of classes set to three. Their corresponding pre-trained models at this initial step are also provided. For each iteration, each individual local CNN is fine-tuned from the model obtained from the previous iteration based on its corresponding patch class. We obtain the final local CNNs when the training converges after a number of epochs. In the performance analysis step, the trained local CNNs and a pre-trained global CNN are used to generate new labels for all training patches. The pre-trained global CNN is fixed and used during performance analysis only. After label refinement, each training patch in the training set is assigned a new label. This procedure is repeated until the performance of adaptive-switching neural network converges (with little further change) or the maximum number of iterations is reached.
We now discuss in detail the key components of our proposed scheme -initialization methods & the iterative process.
1) Initialization methods:
Since we do not have the ground truth label for each patch, selecting a proper initialization method is key to effective iterative training. We introduce three initialization methods (as illustrated in Fig. 7 ): Random initialization, PSNR-based initialization method, and Clusterbased initialization method.
• Random Initialization. In this method, the labels for all training patches are initialized at random. • PSNR-based initialization method. Using the PSNR of all training patches, we pick two thresholds that split the training patches into three quasi-equal parts. Then, we consider each part as one patch class of training data. Note that this initialization method is essentially based on the attributes of the residual in the pixel domain. • Cluster-based initialization method. This initialization method classifies the training data according to attributes of the residual in the frequency domain. As shown in Fig. 7 , we first compute the absolute residual between decoded and original patch, which is then transformed by DCT. After dimensionality reduction, the DCT coefficients in zigzag-order (called feature vectors) are clustered to assign a label to each patch. Formally, we can define the Feature Vectors (F V ) used to cluster as:
takes the absolute value of each element, DCT (·) is the DCT operation while Zigzag(·) flattens the matrix into vector in zigzag scan order. In essence,
Since a lot of DCT coefficients are zero, the dimensionality of the FVs is reduced by t-SNE [28] . We compare these three initialization methods in Section V and visualize their respective classification results of different initialization methods at different iteration steps in Section V-D1 for better understanding their behaviors.
2) Iterative process.: We utilize an iterative training process that updates and refines the classification of training data iteratively to accomplish the training of local CNNs in the adaptive-switching neural network. There are two stages in this process: pre-training and iterative update:
• Pre-training. These three local CNNs are pre-trained separately on three different subsets of the training data with the aim of learning good initial weights. The mean square error (MSE) loss is used during optimization. To increase the diversity of samples used in these CNNs, the subsets used in pre-training are carefully derived. We first split the training data into five subsets (similar to how it is done in a 5-fold cross-validation). Then the CNNs of adaptive-switching scheme at QP=37 are pre-trained using three randomly selected subsets from among the five. • Iterative update. Let F (X n ; Θ i ) represent the output of a CNN parameterized by Θ i for input X n . The trained local CNNs for the (i − 1)-th iteration step are each parameterized by their respective weights,
Meanwhile, the pre-trained global CNN is fixed, with its parameters denoted as Θ 3,i−1 at (i − 1)-th step. In the performance analysis step shown in Fig. 6 , a new label for each training patch is generated for each i-th iteration using equation 2: Cluster-based Random Initializtion PSNR-based Although the exact convergence of our iterative process is difficult to analyze due to the inclusion of label refinement, our experiments show that the gain of the adaptive-switching neural network stabilizes within 10 iteration steps for all three initialization methods, which implies the reliability of our approach. From the convergence curves shown in Fig. 8 , we can observe that the average ∆PSNRs of our adaptiveswitching neural network converged quickly at levels of around 0.386, 0.403 and 0.406 dB PSNR improvements over HM-16.0 baseline for the random, PSNR-based and clusterbased initialization methods.
We note the following observations about our adaptiveswitching scheme:
1) The local CNNs could focus on a small specific parts of a frame by way of the patches without resulting in overfitting since the global CNN can ensure the lower bound of performance.
2) The scheme is independent of the architecture of sub-CNNs utilized 3) Flags corresponding to the trained CNNs can be easily binarized and written into bitstreams (2 bits for 4 cases).
B. Test stage
The framework of our proposed adaptive-switching scheme is shown in Fig. 2b (encoder side) and Fig. 1d (decoder side).
Encoder side. After all trained CNNs have been obtained using our proposed iterative training method, we proceed to the encoding procedure. In the encoder side (see Fig. 2b ), an input patch X n is post-processed by all trained CNNs separately. Then the F lag n -th CNN is chosen such that the PSNR between F (X n ; Θ F lagn ) and Y n is smallest across all trained CNNs. Formally, we define the flag of the chosen F lag n -th CNN as: where all notations are the same as in Equation (2). These flags indicating the indices of chosen CNNs for all patches, are written into the bitstream after binarization. Decoder side. In the decoder side, the flags are first obtained from the bitstream. For a patch X n , the CNN used to accomplish post-processing is chosen according to the corresponding flag F lag n . Hence, processing for each decoded frame is achieved by passing each patch through its selected CNN. Note that we do not know the PSNR between the post-processed patch and original patch since the original frame is unknown on the decoder side.
V. EXPERIMENTS A. Dataset
In order to encourage a more comprehensive validation process, we establish a large-scale dataset. The dataset is derived from 600 video clips of various resolutions (i.e. 1920 × 1080, 1280 × 720, 832 × 480 pixels) with a frame rate of 30 f ps for all videos. Fig. 9 shows some snapshots of the video clips. All raw video clips are encoded by HM-16.0 at Low-delay P at QP=22, 27, 32, and 37. In each raw clip and its compressed clip, we randomly select 3 raw frames and their corresponding decoded frames to form 3 training frame pairs. For each frame pair, we further divide them into 64×64 nonoverlapping sub-images, resulting in 202,251 sub-image pairs. We use only the luminance channel (Y-channel) for training.
B. Experimental Settings
In our experiments, all models are implemented using TensorFlow [29] . MSE is applied as the loss function for our proposed networks, and it is formally denoted as:
with similar notations to earlier equations; X n is the input compressed frame, Θ is the learnable parameters of the whole network and Y n is the original frame. For the partition-aware CNN, we use a mini-batch size of 32. We start with a learning rate of 1e-04, decaying by a power of 10 at the 20th epoch, and terminating at the 40th epoch. An individual CNN is trained for each QP. To reduce training time, we first train the CNN at QP=37 from scratch and the other networks at QP=32, 27, 22 are fine-tuned from it.
For all cases, the global CNN of the adaptive-switching scheme is directly trained on the entire training dataset while all local CNNs are trained using the iterative training method. Overall, it takes about 26 hours to train a single partitionaware CNN from scratch (on 1 GeForce GTX 1080Ti GPU), and 70 hours to train the adaptive-switching neural network from scratch (on 4 GeForce GTX 1080Ti GPUs).
Note that our adaptive-switching scheme is independent of the architecture of these sub-CNNs, hence allowing the flexibility of plugging in other existing CNN-based models.
In our experiments, we also compare the performance of the proposed adaptive-switching scheme with different CNN architectures.
For the evaluation, we tested our trained model on 20 benchmark sequences (not included in our training set) from the Common Test Conditions of HEVC [30] under the same configuration as with training, Low-delay P [31] . Performance is measured by PSNR improvement (∆PSNR) and the Rate-distortion performance measured by the Bjontegaard Distortion-rate savings (BD-rate savings, calculated at QP=22, 27, 32, 37) [32] over the standard HEVC test model HM-16.0 (i.e., HM-16.0 baseline). Basically, a larger PSNR improvement or a larger BD-rate saving indicate that more visual artifacts are reduced.
Note that both in-loop filters (deblocking filter & SAO filter) are turned on in HM-16.0. For a more in-depth evaluation of our methods, performances on other configurations (Lowdelay B, Random access, All intra) and color channels are also obtained for the purpose of comparing against our methods. Moreover, in order to obtain fair comparison, all methods in Table I are trained using the same dataset (i.e., our dataset), and evaluated under the same settings. C. Results of partition-aware CNNs under various strategies 1) Performance of visual artifact reduction: Table I compares the performances of different mask generation and maskframe fusion strategies described in Fig. 4 and Fig. 3 in terms of the Y-channel PSNR improvement over HM-16.0 baseline (∆PSNR). In Table I , 1-in represents a single-input baseline approach where the mask-flow input is omitted from the framework (Fig. 5 ); 2-in+MM+AF represents our partitionaware CNN using the local mean-based mask and add-based fusion strategy. From Table I , we can observe that:
• When looking at different mask generation strategies, the boundary-based mask strategy (2-in+BM+AF) provides 0.33 dB PSNR improvement that is similar to the local mean-based mask (2-in+MM+AF) at QP=27. However, its performance at QP=37 is lower than 2-in+MM+AF by 0.06 dB. This is because only marking boundary pixels in a mask is slightly less effective in highlighting the partition modes in a frame across different QPs. • As for mask-frame fusion strategies, the add-fusion strategy (2-in+MM+AF) can obtain large PSNR improvements of 0.40 dB at QP=37 and 0.34 dB at QP=27. This shows the effectiveness of the proposed fusion strategy. Comparatively, the concatenate-based late fusion (2-in+MM+CLF) and early-fusion (2-in+MM+CEF) strategies obtain smaller gains at both QP=27, 37. This is probably because these fusion strategies are less compatible with the CNN model used in this paper. • The best performance is obtained when using local meanbased mask and add-fusion (2-in+MM+AF), which can obtain over 0.15 dB at QP=37 improvement over singleinput method. Similar results can be found at QP=27. This indicates that when strategies are properly selected, introducing partition information is indeed useful to reduce the visual artifacts of compressed videos. • Our baseline single-input method (1-in) can also obtain satisfactory results. This implies that the baseline CNN [18] A shallow model proposed by [18] S VRCNN+MM+AF A partition-aware shallow model, which integrates our partition-aware-based approach into the existing VRCNN method S
1-in
Our proposed single-input baseline without mask-flow input D
2-in+MM+AF
A partition-aware deep model of 1-in D model used in our approach is effective in handling the visual information of the input decoded frames. 2) Rate-distortion performance: We also compare the BDrate saving of different mask and fusion methods over HM-16.0 in Table II . Comparisons between these methods can be summarized as follows: (1) The local mean-based mask (2-in+MM+AF) achieves 0.47% BD-rate saving more than the boundary-based mask strategy (2-in+BM+AF); (2) The concatenate-based late-fusion (2-in+MM+CLF) and earlyfusion (2-in+MM+CEF) strategies obtain 9.05% and 8.63% BD-rate saving, which both are lower than the local meanbased mask (2-in+MM+AF); (3) Our approach using local mean-based mask and add-fusion (2-in+MM+AF) is able to achieve up to 9.76% BD-rate saving over all test sequences. This again validates the effectiveness of introducing partition information when strategies are properly selected. These observations are also consistent with the PSNR improvement measure.
D. Results of our adaptive-switching scheme
As shown in Table IV , the following architectures are included in our comparative experiments: (1) A shallow model VRCNN [18] denoted by S; (2) A deep model, which is our proposed 1-in denoted by D; (3) A partition-aware shallow model, VRCNN+MM+AF, which integrates our proposed partition awareness into the existing VRCNN [18] method, which is denoted by S , and (4) Our partition-aware deep model, 2-in+MM+AF which is denoted by D .
1) Comparison of various initialization methods: Table III shows the Y-channel PSNR improvement over HM-16.0 baseline for the three different initialization methods described in Section IV-A. To demonstrate this, we choose the ASN@4S approach, which is our adaptive-switching neural network (ASN) with four sub-CNNs that are of the partition-aware shallow model S . We make the following observations:
• Our approach with Cluster-based and PSNR-based initialization methods outperforms the Random method over all test sequences at QP=37. Obviously, the random initialization method is not able to provide a reasonable initial classification and thus resulted in a lower performance compared with the other two methods. • Our approach with Cluster-based initialization slightly outperforms that with the PSNR-based initialization by only 0.01dB. Specifically, the PSNR measure is proportional to the MSE loss function used and this led to a reasonably competitive result from the PSNR-based method. However, the Cluster-based method may be able to better capture the patch features in the frequency domain, achieving marginally better initial classification. Therefore, we decided to choose this initialization method for the rest of experiments in this paper.
To provide a control experiment on our choice of approach, we demonstrate that the iterative training process plays a major role for the case of our adaptive switching network, and this is consistent across all individual patch classes. Fig. 10 shows the average Y-channel PSNR improvement of each class of patches post-processed by ASN@4S with Cluster-based initialization method, and how it matches up against a single global CNN 3(G). Each group of vertical bars indicate the class of patches to be post-processed, e.g. Class G means that this class of patches are post-processed by CNN 3(G) on the decoder side when ASN is applied. As we can observe, the PSNR improvement achieved by ASN@4S is larger than that achieved by its CNN 3(G) for each patch class for the Traffic sequence, FourPeople sequence and overall across all benchmark sequences. Fig. 11 shows some examples of each class of patches. For each patch, we display the heatmap of residual between decoded patch and its ground truth (called input residual), and the heatmap of residual between postprocessed patch and its ground truth (called post-processed residual). We can see that the post-processed residual is less intensive than its corresponding input residual in all patch classes.
2) Comparison of various CNN architectures for the adaptive-switching neural network: Tables V and VI We discuss the performance of the compared methods based on PSNR improvement and rate-distortion:
• PSNR improvement performance. From Table V we can observe that: (1) Our full method, ASN@4D achieves the highest PSNR improvement (0.47 dB) over HM-16.0 baseline at QP=37. When compared with its corresponding single-CNN-based method, D i.e., 2-in+MM+AF from Table I , it obtains a further 0.07 dB PSNR improvement. Results for QP=27 are of similar nature; (2) Comparing between the results of ASN@4S and ASN@4S , we find that the partition-aware (latter) -3.57 -6.88 -6.92 -9.76 \ method outperforms the former method by 0.08 dB at QP=37 and 0.06 dB at QP=27. Interestingly, the ASN@4D also marginally outperforms ASN@4D; (3) The hybrid combination method ASN@D +3S can also obtain satisfactory results for QP=27, higher than all other methods except for ASN@4D . • Rate-distortion performance. As mentioned in IV-B, the flags indicating the indices of CNNs for each patch are written into the bitstream. Thus, it is necessary to evaluate the rate-distortion performance of the proposed methods. To this end, we further compare these methods in terms of BD-rate saving over HM-16.0 baseline. As shown in VI, we obtained some meaningful findings:
(1) All adaptive-switching neural networks outperform single-CNN-based methods -each of them can achieve higher BD-rate saving than its corresponding single-CNN-based method. This demonstrates the effectiveness of our adaptive-switching scheme. Interestingly, the gap between ASN@4D and D is smaller than that between ASN@4S and S . There is less room for further performance improvement since the performance of D is already quite high (9.76%); (2) ASN@4S can obtain a 6.94% BD-rate saving over HM-16.0 baseline. Since the CNNs used in ASN are deeper and more complex, the proposed ASN@4D achieves 10.49% BD-rate saving that is clearly better than ASN@4S; (3) ASN@4S integrates our partition-aware-based approach and outperforms the original approach (ASN@4S) by 1.54% BD-rate savings. The similar trend is found when comparing between the two deep model based methods. (4) The hybrid combination method achieves better results than their homogeneous counterparts -ASN@4S, ASN@4S & ASN@4D. Since its time complexity on the decoder side is lower than that of ASN@4D , the ASN@D +3S presents a practical version that is faster but still obtains satisfactory results.
Moreover, Fig. 12 further shows the usage rate of our E. Comparison against existing methods 1) Rate-distortion performance: We compare our proposed methods against state-of-the-art methods in terms of BD-rate saving over HM-16.0 baseline (see Table VII and Table VIII) . Specifically, in Table VII , we re-train all methods on our dataset and compare the performances on Classes A-E under four common configurations (cf. LP, LB, RA, AI) [30] . Note that we generate training dataset under LP configuration only and use it to train models for all configurations.
In Table VII , the compared methods are as follows: (1) VRCNN (S) [18] which is a baseline CNN-based compressed-video post-processing method; (2) QECNN-P [20] which is a compressed-video post-processing method for P frames in HEVC; (3) DRN [21] , which is another state-ofthe-art compressed-video post-processing method. (4) VR-CNN+MM+AF (S ), which integrates our partition-awarebased approach into the existing baseline VRCNN method; (5) DRN+MM+AF, which integrates our partition-awarebased approach into the existing DRN method; (6) Our 2-in+MM+AF (D ), which is the full version of our partitionaware-based approach with local mean-based mask and addbased fusion; (7) Our ASN@4D , which is the adaptiveswitching scheme with the deep CNN model. From the table, we can observe that: Table VII also shows that our methods can achieve the same or better performance on color channels (U, V) even though training was done on the luminance channel (Y).
The frames post-processed by these methods are shown in Fig. 13 to assess the qualitative aspect of post-processing. Specifically, the baseline decoded frame suffers significantly from the presence of blocking artifacts. The frames obtained by VRCNN still contain a lot of blocking artifacts, and to a much lesser extent for the case of frames obtained by VRCNN+MM+AF and QECNN P. Comparatively the proposed 2-in+MM+AF and ASN@4D have eliminated most compression artifacts. The comparison of visual quality is consistent with the objective PSNR improvement and BD-rate saving measures. This is evidential of the effectiveness of our partition-aware CNN and adaptive-switching scheme.
In order to further evaluate our approach, Table VIII further shows the performance comparison between our approach and more state-of-the-art compressed-video post-processing methods [19] , [22] . In Table VIII , since the source codes of the compared methods [19] , [22] are not available, we list the BD-rate savings reported in their papers and compare them with our approach.
Here, four versions of our approach are listed: (1) Our 2-in+MM+AF (D ), which is the full version of our partitionaware-based approach with local mean-based mask and addbased fusion; (2) ASN@4S , which is the adaptive-switching scheme with each CNN employs the partition-aware shallow model S ; From Table VIII , we can observe that our proposed D , ASN@4D , and ASN@D + 3S methods outperform the existing methods [19] , [22] under all configurations. Besides, by integrating our partition-aware and adaptive-switching strategies on a shallow model [18] , our ASN@4S method can also obtain satisfactory performances, which has better results than 
DCAD and MSDD under LP configuration and similar results
under other configurations. This further demonstrates the effectiveness of our approach. Note that our approaches show higher improvements under LP configuration since the training dataset is generated under this configuration. In practice, more improvements can also be obtained for other configurations if generating training data for each configuration respectively.
2) Complexity analysis in decoder side: In this part, we evaluate the computational complexity of our proposed methods and the existing techniques. Following the other postprocessing methods [20] , we evaluate the computational complexity by the running time per Coding Tree Unit (CTU) in the decoder side. Experiments were conducted using one GeForce GTX 1080Ti GPU. Fig. 14 shows the running time per CTU for different methods versus BD-rate saving averaged on Class B-E under LP configuration. We observe from Fig. 14 
that:
• All our adaptive-switching neural networks achieved better BD-rate savings than their single-CNN-based counterparts without costing extra computational time in decoder side. • As expected, the incorporation of partition awareness into our CNNs comes at the expense of higher computational cost. The D achieved 2.84% BD-rate saving over D at the expense of extra 2.11 ms per CTU. But for the case of shallow models, S achieved a 3% BD-rate saving over S at the expense of only extra 0.41 ms per CTU. • Our proposed ASN@4D achieved up to 10.74% BD-rate saving. However, it is also the slowest one, taking 11.8 ms when processing one CTU. The fastest method is our ASN@4S which achieved 1.43 ms per CTU. Its running time is similar to that of S, but it achieved a 3.13% BD-rate saving over VRCNN. Moreover, ASN@4S has lesser complexity than most of the compared methods (QECNN-P, DRN, MSDD) while obtaining better performances.
• For practical considerations, the hybrid ASN@D +3S approach is only marginally worser than ASN@4D in terms of BD-rate savings but faster by a larger extent. In addition, it outperforms ASN@4D and also is faster. When compared with the existing methods, ASN@D +3S outperforms VRCNN, QECNN-P, DCAD, DRN, MSDD by a large margin with slightly higher complexity than QECNN-P. Note that the performance of ASN@D +3S in decoder is related to the test data. As some patches are not flagged to use D but S instead, therefore speedup can be achieved.
Note that the batch size is only set to 1 in our experiments. The average computational complexity per CTU can be further reduced by utilizing larger batch sizes together with some parallel processing architectures [33] , [34] .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we present a number of techniques to address neural network based post-processing for HEVC, reporting significant findings and improvements. Our partition-aware network utilizes the partition information that has already existed in the bitstream to design a mask and integrate it with the decoded frame as input to the CNN. To guide the postprocessing, we also propose an adaptive-switching scheme which consists of multiple carefully trained CNNs, which are aimed to adaptively handle variations in content and distortion within compressed-video frames. Experimental results show that our partition-aware CNN is more effective compared to other single-CNN-based methods, and our adaptive-switching scheme is robust in bringing further improvement to our proposal. We also made publicly a large-scale dataset to facilitate future research in this direction.
